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	Prototype and Scriptaculous in Action, 9781933988030 (1933988037), Manning Publications, 2007
Prototype and Scriptaculous are libraries that extend standard Ajax. They make it easier to program Ajax and provide powerful features like drag and drop and animation. In this book, developers learn by playing and see how the libraries work in the real world.
 As experience with Ajax increases, developers want the standard Ajax capabilities they repeatedly use to be preprogrammed for them--and that's exactly what Ajax libraries do for them. They reduce the pain of handling cross-browser inconsistencies, they add useful language features, and provide sophisticated functionality. Of these, Prototype is the most popular JavaScript and Ajax framework for low-level user interface features such as animation, drag and drop, and pre-built widgets. Together, they free the developer up to concentrate on building the application. They make a rich user experience easy to achieve. 

 This book guides the reader through the Prototype and Scriptaculous libraries feature-by-feature. In just 350 pages, readers will find over 100 small working examples to help them explore the libraries. As well, they will develop a web-based image gallery that teacher them how to use Prototype and Scriptaculous in the real-world.
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UNIX & Shell ProgrammingOxford University Press, 2014

	Beginning with the description of operating system in general the book discusses features that made Unix the most suitable operating system of its time. An overview of file management in Unix and commonly used Unix commands is then provided. Further, it delves into the detailed description of file system and compression techniques, processes...


		

Photoshop Elements 8: Top 100 Simplified Tips and TricksVisual, 2010

	Photoshop® Elements 8 Top 100 Simplified® Tips & Tricks includes 104 tasks that reveal cool secrets, teach timesaving tricks, and explain great tips guaranteed to make you more productive with Photoshop Elements. The easy-to-use layout lets you work through all the tasks from beginning to end or jump in at random.
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Beginning Ada Programming: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2019

	
		Discover the Ada programming language by being gently guided through the various parts of the language and its latest available stable release. The goal in this book is to slowly ease you into the different topics. It is understood that you do not always have ample free time, so the text is easy to digest and concepts are spoon fed...






	

Halophytes and Climate Change: Adaptive Mechanisms and Potential UsesCABI Publishing, 2019

	This book contains current knowledge and the most recent developments in the field of halophyte biology, ecology, and potential uses. Halophytes are characterized as plants that can survive and complete their life cycle in highly saline environments. This book explores the adaptive mechanisms and special features of halophytes that allow...


		

Database Programming with Visual Basic .NET and ADO.NET: Tips, Tutorials, and Code (Waite Group)Sams Publishing, 2002
The topic combination of VB .NET and ADO.NET is unbeatable.  VB .NET is the most popular language in which to code.  And, every developer needs to understand ADO.NET to allow data to be accessed from a Web site.  In this book Developers will be shown numerouse code examples that will illustr4ate how to program database driven applications within...

		

Primary Mesenchymal Cells (Human Cell Culture) (v. 5)Springer, 2001

	The human body contains many specialized tissues that are capable of fulfilling an incredible variety of functions necessary for our survival. This volume in the Human Cell Culture Series focuses on mesenchymal tissues and cells. The in vitro study of mesenchymal cells is perhaps the oldest form of human cell culture, beginning with the...
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